BOAT REPORT

SEAWARD
NELSON 39
For all its barefaced pilot boat heritage and
traditional cruising values, this boat is as cutting
edge as it gets, with a premium price to match
Words Jack Haines Pictures Richard Langdon
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BOAT REPORT
SEE THE VIDEO

mby.com/sn39
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eaward customers are not
like most boat owners.
Let’s take the owner of
this 39, Magic, as a perfect
example. This is his fifth
Seaward and, to give you
an idea of what people
like him do with boats
like this, one afternoon he finished a job
in Southampton earlier than expected
so decided, with a friend, to go from
Hythe to Cherbourg for dinner. In his
mind, this was like nipping across to
Yarmouth from Lymington, but when
you own a boat as capable as the 39, the
world suddenly seems a smaller place.
Derived from Seaward’s commercialclass Pilot Boat 42, the yard describes the
39 as the ultimate sea boat with two cabins.
Converting a focused commercial design
into a leisure boat is no mean feat, but
Seaward had a useful head start in the form
of Arthur Mursell’s legendary Nelson hull
design. Mursell still does the drawings for
Seaward and there is a strong connection
between architect and yard. Renowned for
its soft ride and phenomenal seakeeping,
the concept with the 39 is to combine
that hull with a twin-cabin interior to
boost comfort and privacy levels.
The boat is recognisable as a Seaward
the moment you clap eyes on her. There
are changes below the surface but the 39’s
profile is unmistakable, as are its roots.
The way the decks gently slope towards
the waterline from bow to stern and the
substantial inner rail that runs around
the perimeter of the coachroof echo the
pilot boat blueprint, and this particular
boat even had non-slip Treadmaster
on the side decks – though Flexiteek is
an option – and harness points dotted
around if you’re forced to abandon the
shelter of the wheelhouse in nasty weather.
A prominent rubber D fender offers
protection for rafting or tying to quaysides
and provides yet another hint to the boat’s

commercial roots, though the beautifully
crafted teak sprayrails add some charm to
the tough exterior.
We edge silently out of the berth in
Hamble Point and it comes as no surprise
that a boat with such practical intentions
is a joy to crew. Though the aft portion of
the decks are unprotected by outer rails,
there is always something to grab on to at
waist height and the lack of railings makes
getting on and off very simple, especially
amidships where freeboard is at its lowest.
The bathing platform is unobstructed so
accessing the aft deck via the transom gate
is safe and easy. The cockpit extends out
to the boat’s full beam but seating space is
compromised by what Seaward deems the
necessary inclusion of clear passageways
either side that lead up to the side decks.
The décor inside the wheelhouse is plain
and a little uninspiring but don’t mistake
this for it being basic. The furniture is
hewn from high-quality light oak and
has a natural solidity in keeping with
the boat’s no-nonsense attitude. Those
at the helm are treated to a pair of
fantastic elevated helm chairs with
padded headrests, armrests and grabrails
within easy reach. Get caught out in
a blow and this is just where you want to
be, watching the flared bow do battle with
the oncoming swell, the wipers frantically
clearing spray from triple front screens.
The lower deck is available in a dizzying
array of configurations, some with minor
changes like the shape of the berth in the
master cabin and others more major like
the inclusion of lower dinette. Additionally,
Seaward is a yard more than happy to cater
for individual customisation so in essence,
there is plenty of license to create a boat
that suits your style of cruising. Magic
has what is, in my opinion, the best
layout, with an extended galley to port
and a generous bathroom opposite, though
some owners may want to nibble into
the huge galley and add an owner’s ensuite.
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If living space is a high priority, the 39 is
unlikely to make your shortlist. But if it’s
going places whatever the weather that
tickles your fancy, there’s nothing better

In this guise, though, the galley is
enormous and bristling with clever
storage solutions. There’s an abundance of
countertop space and wherever you are
there is always a handhold within easy
reach. Every interior door is also solidly
clipped in place when it’s open, rather than
relying on magnets to do the job. These are
subtle examples, but there are constant
reminders that this is a boat designed to
take tough conditions in its stride.

OUTTA SPACE
The cabins themselves are more functional
than luxurious, though the berths being
stripped to the mattresses didn’t help their
appearance. The forward double is
perfectly comfortable and our boat had the
split berth to improve floorspace. Though
the portholes either side are on the small
side, a large deck hatch ensures there’s
enough natural light to flood every cranny.
The amidships cabin doesn’t fare so well
as headroom is far more restricted and the
twin berths, separated by a central walkway,
are set at different levels. The beds are a
generous length and width, and storage
is plentiful, but it’s not the most luxurious
guest cabin for a 42ft boat.
If sheer living space is a high priority,
you are unlikely to have the Seaward 39
on your shortlist. However, if it’s going
places whatever the weather that tickles
your fancy then there aren’t many better.
The quality of engineering that has gone
into this boat to make it as refined and
reliable as possible is quite extraordinary.
Project manager Mike Burnham and
managing director Stephen Thomas both
did long stints in superyacht construction
before joining Seaward and they have
filtered this wealth of knowledge into the
construction and systems design of the 39.
For example, the wheelhouse is mounted
on a damped aluminium box frame with
65mm of insulation between it and the
saloon floor, including layers of absorbent
silicone and sound-attenuating plywood.
The engines are mounted in isolation, with
their own fuel tank and starter battery, on
flexible fixings to reduce vibration that can
pass through the structure.
Cooling water is discharged via the nearsilent exhaust system, its outlets positioned
in such a position on the waterline as to
keep the bathing platform and transom
free of exhaust residue.
The fuel tanks are moulded into the

keel section of the hull to keep weight as
low in the boat as possible and, though
they feed the engines individually, if one
tank becomes contaminated a transfer
valve can be opened to allow either
engine to draw fuel from either tank.

THE STRONG, SILENT TYPE
I could fill this entire review with the
boat’s engineering details but suffice to
say the design team have left no stone
unturned and the result from behind
the wheel is remarkable. I should preface
this by admitting that conditions were
pathetically benign on the day with our
own wash being the most challenging
obstacle the 39 had to face. However, you
don’t need spiky chop and heaving swells
to appreciate how astonishingly quiet this
boat is. The hard work put in to reduce
noise and vibration has done the trick
as progress is whisper-quiet all the way
through the rev range; you reach 20 knots
before the noise level exceeds 70 dB(A).
The twin Yanmar 8LV-370s provide
smooth, gutsy power and are good for
a top speed of 23.5 knots but 16-18 knots
is where the boat feels most comfortable
once past displacement speeds. That said,
fuel burn is reasonably flat between 12 and
20 knots so you can adjust your cruising
speed depending on time without penalty.
Take a look at our video of this boat
and you can witness for yourself how
hydrodynamically sound it is. The way
water cleaves off the bottom of the hull
and deflects perfectly of the teak sprayrails
is beautiful in its effectiveness, though it’s
clear to see why these hulls are renowned
for their wet ride when you see how much
water is shoved out of the way.
This particular boat had Humphree’s
tremendous automatic trim system fitted,
which constantly adjusts its blades to keep
the boat at the perfect running attitude. It’s
a remarkable system and combined with
the boat’s substantial keel, ensures the 39’s
turning circle is much tidier than expected.
For a boat that is traditional in so many
ways, the helm is a thoroughly modern
affair without an analogue dial in sight.
Everything is digitised, from the engine
instruments in their slick horizontal
display to the on-board systems and
of course, the navigation equipment.
Seaward’s boat management system is
very clever but it took hours and hours of
bench testing before the team were happy

A traditional
feel within the
39’s interior

Masses of
counter space
in the galley
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A CLOSER LOOK
OF THE SEAWARD 39
ARMCHAIR RIDE
Even though there
is a £2,000 option to
upgrade to suspension
helm seats, these
standard ones are
so supportive and
comfortable that when
combined with the
smooth-riding hull,
it’s hard to see the need
for paying any more.
DECK GEAR
The chunky deck gear
exemplifies Seaward’s
attitude towards
design. It’s robust and
simple with big open
cleats and substantial
fairleads. Magic also
has an Ultra Marine
anchor and swivel fitted
to ensure it returns the
right way up.

The split vee berth
can be replaced by
a proper double

PILOT STYLE
The 39 is a dream
to crew thanks to its
pilot boat-style deck
layout, which has an
inner run of grabrails
around the coachroof
as well as the normal
outer railings to ensure
there is always
something to hang
on to on the foredeck.
ENGINEROOM
The vee-drive configuration doesn’t leave
a huge amount of space to move around
once you’ve gained access via the cockpit
deck hatch. The installation, however,
is excellent, with clear fuel filter bowls,
a fuel transfer system, moulded fuel tanks
that feed each engine individually and
separate starter batteries for each motor.

The bright
bathroom has
excellent storage

Guest berths are a
good size but set
at different levels
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Four cleats down
either side of the 39
make attaching mooring
lines very easy

Some will find the
lack of outer rails
here feels precarious but
it makes stepping on or
off a pontoon much easier

To boost space,
the cockpit extends
out past the wheelhouse
to make the most of
the beam. Access to
the side decks is superb

THE DATA
LENGTH 42ft 0in (12.81m)

BEAM
12ft 10in
(3.96m)

The entire cockpit can be
enclosed by a canopy to extend
living space in the winter

Only one bathroom in this
configuration but it’s a
generous size and well lit

Opting for the split berth
improves floorspace in
the master cabin

FUEL CAPACITY
440 imp gal imp gal
(2,000 litres)
WATER CAPACITY
102 imp gal (463 litres)
DRAUGHT
4ft 0in (1.22m)
RCD CATEGORY
A for 12 people
DESIGNERS
TT Boat Designs
& Seaward
DISPLACEMENT
15 tonnes (loaded)
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In this boat, you can travel 100nm for dinner
in another country and get back in time for
bed, even if the weather deteriorates

Note how many handrails there are around the cockpit;
there is always something to hold on to aboard the 39

to let it loose on a boat. Every aspect of the
boat can be controlled individually from
this screen but functions are also grouped
into applications that you want active all
the time. The interface is clear and slick
but, sensibly, there are analogue controls
for regularly used items like wipers.

VERDICT
This boat, on the water, cost £763,000,
which is an enormous amount of money
for a boat of this size. For that amount,
you can buy something bigger and
more luxurious. But that misses the
point. The point is that you can decide

at 3pm that you want to travel 100nm
for dinner in another country and that
you can get there and back even if the
weather deteriorates and tries to catch
you out. The pleasure is in the depth of
engineering and the redundancy built
into the very fabric of the boat that
ensures if something does go wrong,
there’s a safety net in place.
These are attributes that are unlikely
to be appreciated by most boat owners,
but then Seaward customers are not like
most boat owners.
Contact Seaward. Tel +44 (0)1983
280333. Web: www.seawardboat.com

THE HELM VIEW
Triple windscreens
are incredibly tough
but the four mullions
create blindspots here
and there

The smart boat
management
software offers full
control of every
system from the helm

The touchscreen
MFD is a stretch,
so this panel for major
controls near the
throttles is helpful

PERFORMANCE

THE COSTS & OPTIONS

RIVALS

TEST ENGINES Yanmar MTU 8LV-370.
Twin 370hp @ 3,650rpm. 4.46-litre 8-cylinder diesels

Price from £682,959 inc 20% VAT
Price as tested £763,490 inc 20% VAT
Sidepower proportional bow and stern
thrusters
£8,053
Stripper rope cutters
£1,687
Humphree active interceptors
£10,172
Eberspacher hot water central heating £5,184
Super navigation pack
£17,136
Teak sprayrails
£4,800
Treadmaster decks
£2,100
Flexiteek cockpit and bathing platform £1,950
Deluxe cockpit cover
£5,408
KAB suspension seats
£2,781

Dale 40
Price TBA
Due for launch soon boasting
a similar layout to the Seaward
and some retro flair.

FIGURES
RPM
Speed
LPH
GPH
MPG
Range

ECO
1,500 2,000
8.3 9.6
27
63
5.94 13.9
1.40 0.69
492 244

2,400
12.0
107
23.5
0.51
179

2,600
13.1
124
27.3
0.48
169

2,800
14.8
148
32.6
0.45
160

FAST
3,200
19.7
209
46.0
0.43
151

3,400
21.3
244
53.7
0.40
140

MAX
3,650
23.5
292
64.2
0.37
129

SOUND
Helm
Saloon
Cockpit

64
63
73

73
68
75

71
69
78

69
69
79

74
73
82

74
73
84

76
76
85

70
65
74

Speed in knots. GPH & MPG figures use imp gal. Range in nm and factors in 20% reserve.
Figures taken from on-board readings, yours may vary. Prices include 20% VAT. Light winds
and calm conditions for sea trial. Four crew, liferaft and tender and outboard on board

■

= Options on test boat

North-Line 37
Price from £507,558 inc VAT
A Dutch take on the Nelson
design with a similar layout and
performance to the 39 but with
a more contemporary interior.
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